Text: Sports and the Law (5th Ed), Weiler, Roberts, Abrams & Ross (West Casebook)

1. August 19, The Role of Commissioner in Professional Sports
   Reading: Text 1–32

2. August 26, An Antitrust Primer
   Reading: Text 261-280

   Cases covered by lecture:
   - Socony Vacuum
   - Klors
   - Topco
   - Continental TV
   - BMI
   - Oklahoma Board of Regents

   Key Concepts:
   - Restraint of Trade (Populist School)
   - Restraint of Trade (Chicago School)
   - Per Se Rule
   - Rule of Reason
   - Quick Look
   - Ancillary Restraint
   - Free Riding

3. September 2, Owner vs. Owner Restraints
   Reading: Text 473-485 (Raiders I and Clippers)
   Text 451-453 (NASL) (Sullivan)
   Text 520-533 (WGN I & WGN II)
   Text 556-566 (Salvino)
4. September 9, Owner vs. Owner Cont'd.
   
   Reading:  
   Text  1103-1110 (Gunter Harz; Gilder)  
   Text  302-313 (American Needle)  
   Thrifty Brews Hypo

5. September 16, Owners' Retraints on Players
   
   Reading:  
   Text  359-371 (Smith)  
   Text  376-380 (Mackey)  
   Text  384-387 (Fraser)

6. September 23, Player Restraints and Labor Law
   
   Cases: Pennington and Jewel Tea (Lecture)
   Text  388-414 (Mackey, Powell, Williams, Brown)

7. September 30, Sports Law Post – Brown
   
   Reading:  
   Text  418-440 (Clarett & Brady)

8. October 7, The History and Structure of the NCAA
   
   Guest Lecturer – Prof. Craig Esherick
   Reading:  None

9. October 14, The NCAA Ideal – The Amateur Student Athlete
   
   Lecture:  
   Tarkanian Saga; NCAA Manual
   Reading:  
   Text  811-844 (Parish, Cureton, Ganden)  
   Text  900-905 (Oliver)

10. October 21, The NCAA and Antitrust
11. October 28, Intellectual Property

Reading: Text 935-942 (Law)
Text 946-951 (Banks)
Text 969-984 (O'Bannon)

12. November 4, The NCAA and Title IX

Reading: Text 581-587 (Pittsburgh Athletics)
Text 591-595 (STATS)
Text 601-606 (New Boston)
Text 628-641 (Tiger Woods)

13. November 11, Baseball's Antitrust Exemption

Toolson v. N.Y. Yankees, 346 U.S 356 (1953)
Text 189-199 (Flood)

Lecture: The Curt Flood Act

14. November 18, Review